
 
 
 
 
 

There is only one fee of $200.00 for Jennifer Chong because OHIP does not 
compensate her for her work of 1½days & I hour. 
OHIP compensates Dr. Chong as this piece of work is an act of therapy.  
OHIP does not compensate any of the seminars that follow the Freedom, as 
they are deemed seminars of personal new learning and enrichment and 
hence not therapy. 
 

If you are NOT a patient, please complete this registration as soon 
as possible and send it to: 

Mrs. Jennifer K. Smith Chong 
345 Lakeshore Road East, #207 

Oakville, L6J 1J5 
Tel: 905 844 0864     FAX: 905 844 3212  

E-mail: jenniferkchong@cogeco.net 
 

Fee:  
$500.00 if you submit this application by Monday, 15th February 2016. 
$550.00 if you submit this application after Monday, Monday, 15th 
February 2016.    

Your cheque is to be designated to: 
The Question of WHY Seminars. 

 

NAME: 

 
ADDRESS: 
 
CITY:                          
 
PROV/STATE: 
 
POSTAL CODE:                             TEL: 
 
I apply to register for this workshop. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                                         Signature     

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Date   
Friday 4th March 2016  

Saturday 5th March 2016 
Sunday 6th March 2016 

Time 
9.30 AM– 4.30 PM 

 

Location  
345 Lakeshore Road, Suite 207 

Oakville, L6J 1J5 
 
 



 
 

 
This seminar has two categories of benefits:  

(a) Twenty three Universal and General Benefits. They 
will be listed to you at the beginning of the seminar; 
and which will be tested if it is true to your experience 
at the end of the first day of the seminar. We cite here 
the first five: 

1. Your eyes will open. 
2. Your awareness will rise. 
3. Your sense of life will be different. 
4. Your understanding about yourself will change 
5. Your understanding about your relationships 

will be different. 	
(b) Specific and Unique benefits which you can 

immediately confirm to yourself at the end of the third 
day of the seminar and subsequently affirm at the time 
of your review to either of the trainers of the seminar. 
Below is a written affirmation by a registrant that 
examples the specific and unique benefit he got for 
himself at the time of his review with one of the 
trainers: 

 
Felt a profound change in my manner of thinking. My eyes were 
indeed opened, my awareness increased and I felt free in a way I 
did not know existed. I fight daily now, not to fall back into the 
madness of the Blame Frame, and the imprisonment it means. 
Thank you for this gift, Dennis and Jennifer, 

Bazyli Debowski 
 

All of us live in the conditions of an enviroment where 
BLAMING, FAULTING and GUILTING. is NORMAL. 
Naturally, we all automatically adapt to, adjust to, habituate and 
finally accomodate the ill-formed conditions of a life by 
BLAMING, FAULTING and GUILTING. For this, every child 
grows up knowing that in his life unto the day he dies: 
 

He must always cover his arse. 

 The most amazing thing is that he knows this without ever 
going to a class in school to to be taught this. And his parents have 
not taught him this either. 
 The BLAME for possessing weapons of mass destruction 
was put on Saddam Hussein by G. W. Bush, President of the U.S.  
and Tony Blair, PM of Great Britain. This was translated into the 
Iraq WAR and the death of a million men, women and children. It 
is for this that it has been described that we all live in a: 
 

MAD, MAD, MAD, MAD, MAD WORLD! 
 

 

 

 
 

Jennifer and Dennis share a conjoint practice in Hypnotherapy and 
Psychotherapy. They were respectively given the 2001 Hypnosis 
Research Award of the National Guild of Hypnotist.  
In 2010, Dennis was given a Life Achievement Award by the 
International Medical and Dental Association for his services and 
contributions to Hypnosis. 
 Their 2 most critical contributions in Hypnosis are: 
1. their explication of the therapeutic algorithm on how to get 
surgical hypnoanaesthesia. It is published in this work: Knife Without 
Pain. This work has the finest and most powerful sanctions and 
endorsements by these recognized international authorities in the field 
of Hypnotism, Daniel Araoz and Robert Beuka, Norma and Philip 
Barretta, Edgar Barnett and David Gordon. 
2. their therapeutic algorithm to reverse a cancer whose success 
was validated by a case in 2009. In October 2010, one of their 
students, Alan Patching of Brisbane, Australia sent to the Chongs a 
24 page document that validated his use of the same therapeutic 
algorithm to reverse cancers. His first inversion was a pancreatic 
cancer. 


